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Hot New Tattoo Design Website Gets Big Hits From Tattoo Loving Women

Dean's website is a huge collection of tattoo designs which is getting big hits from people all over the world
particularly from women. His tattoo designs are unique and show his brilliance.

July 21, 2007 - PRLog -- Fl, USA, July 22,2007...........Body art and tattoos have become so popular now
that people who would have ran the other way are exposing their skin to the tattooists needle. It is not
uncommon to get a glimpse of some office worker in the boardroom sporting a sexy rose tattoo on her
chest, floral design on her lower leg or even some tribal artwork tattoos on her lower back. This is a
testimony that tattoos are becoming more and more acceptable in a corporate environment traditionally no
go zones for any form of personal expression.The whole field of tattoos for women is growing at a
tremendous rate. If you think back even 20 years ago tattoos for women were not all that popular and most
of the women getting them were keeping them covered up. However times have definitely changed and
tattoo designs have really advanced at a tremendous rate. Today's tattoo have more brilliant colors and are a
far cry from your grandfathers Hawaiian girl tattoo on his forearm.It used to be that women would get an
occasional rose or name tattoos on their breast or some well hidden spot. 

However with current fashion trends there are tons of 

cute tattoo designs for women out there are women are 

now getting tattoos at an amazing rate.

Women's tattoo designs and placement have also changed 

with this new growth. No longer are women getting simple 

tattoos that they keep well hidden. Women are now 

getting cute tattoo designs done and placing them in 

more visible places.

Some of the most popular items to get tattoos of are:

1. Shooting Star Tattoos
2. Butterfly Tattoos
3. Unicorn Tattoos
4. Angel Tattoos
5. Fairy Tattoos
6. Dragonfly tattoos
7. Flower design tattoos

The most popular places for women to get tattoos done 

are:

1. lower back tattoo (especially popular recently with 
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the whole hip hugger jeans)

2. ankle tattoos

3. front side of the hips (again hip hugger jeans have 

made this more popular)

4. butt cheek left or right

5. Belly button area

Another thing that this trend of women getting tattoos 

is that women often seek out custom tattoo designs. They 

don't go to the local parlor and just by a tattoo flash 

design that is on display there. Women seem to spend a 

great deal more time contemplating the tattoos that they 

want done and tend to have more requirements about what 

they want. Therefore women tend to get custom tattoo 

designs. This allows them to get the exact look and feel 

they want and a custom designed tattoo is also fit to 

the location on the persons body so that it fits well.
Dean Camerson runs an online website which is a unique 

repository of unique tattoo designs. While talking to 

Waseem Dar, Dean said, "Tattoo My Brain has been used 

successfully by people all over the world to help them 

select the tattoo design of their dreams... All without 

the need to rush and regret it later. Scroll down to 

read some comments by a number of happy customers who 

have already experienced the power of this revolutionary 

tattoo collection." His website is really humming with 

tattoo lovers who are always looking for unique tattoo 
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designs. For more details visit his website at
http://articalz.com/dt/t.php?id=3

Website: articalz.com/dt/t.php?id=3

--- End ---
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